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On February 21st, Paul Shank, Chief Engineer of the Maryland Aviation Administration joined the
Baltimore LAI Chapter’s luncheon meeting to provide an overview of the history of, and current real
estate projects underway at, BWI Thurgood Marshall Airport.
Paul began his talk with a quick summary of BWI’s evolution from Friendship International Airport,
opened in 1950, into one of the busiest airports in the Country today. Paul advised that Friendship
International “was the only airport planned during the Cold War era” and to remind his audience how
long ago that was in terms of flight technology, the workhorse plane of the day was a twin prop Douglas
DC‐3 “Tail Runner”. Modern jets had yet to become a common sight on America’s runways.
Notwithstanding the nascent status of jets in 1950, Friendship International was designed for a future
anticipating their use.
Fast forward to today and BWI is now the 22nd busiest airport in the Country with a $10/passenger
infrastructure cost (“CPEP”) which is very competitive relative to other airports. Other impressive stats
for BWI include:






A $9.3 billion economic impact per year
Supports 106,000 jobs
Handles 330 flights per day
Covers 3,200 acres with over 2M SF under roof
Busiest of the 3 Washington DC Area airports (BWI, IAD, DCA)

With “over $1 billion in capital expenditures planned for the next 5 years”, an important part of Paul’s
job is to “maximize eligibility for Federal Funding”. Paul and his team have some major improvements
planned for BWI including:







A new Airline Maintenance Facility
A five gate expansion of Concourse A
Upgraded baggage handling facilities
A new connector between the C and D Concourses
A new hotel to be built within the air rights above the C‐D Connector
A proposed new Service Plaza just west of the main terminal to make it easier for passengers to
refuel rental cars, which will likely include a drive‐thru car wash as well as electric vehicle
charging stations and a convenience store

In addition to these upgrades to BWI’s physical plant, Paul’s team are also in the process of auctioning
off approximately 51 acres of land around the airport. Proceeds from these auctions will go back into
the aforementioned improvements. This to‐be‐auctioned‐land is a portion of the acreage acquired by

BWI over the years for Noise Mitigation – an ever present issue for all airports. As Paul advised his
audience “BWI owns the runways, but the Feds own the airspace”. So Federal regulators dictate the
rules with respect to noise levels around BWI and any attempted mitigation thereof.
BWI’s current Airport Layout Plan is shown in the slide provided by Paul below:

This growing and extremely productive airport has come a long way from its Friendship International
days in the 1950’s.
The members of Baltimore’s LAI Chapter thank Paul for the impressive overview of the surprisingly
dynamic, on‐going real estate project commonly known as BWI Thurgood Marshall Airport.
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